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1. Abstract
In this bustling of life, everyone needs different entertainment areas to make life spend easier.
On the other hand, the cryptocurrency is very interesting not only in terms of blockchain
technology but also making income for everyone.
Therefore, we decide to combine these things together and we generate KFC coin to
satisfy all.
2. Introduction KFC coin
KFC coin is a standard ERC-20 token and based on ETH network. Ethereum smart
contracts execute the financial transfers of KFC Coin and all sub-tokens. They are
driven by all events from the KFC Coin and all sub-tokens.
KFC is also supported by a lot of wallets such as: MetaMask, Trust Wallet, MEW wallet, Enjin wallet,…
Therefore, people can manage their assets easily with only one interface. Our plan is making KFC
become a central token with many other sub-tokens. Each sub-token will be used on specific
decentralized application (Dapp). And KFC will become the main token that generate all sub-tokens
through staking KFC progress.
These things will make our KFC Ecosystem bigger day by day without any inflation,
more secure and fast.
And we also need a large amount of KFC for all passions we aim:
 Payment method.
 Trading on Exchange.
 Game Dapp, Entertainment Dapp.
 Exchange platform
What is Ethereum?
Ethereum is a global, decentralized, encrypted peer-to-peer (P2P) computing platform. Its network
enables you to run decentralized applications (DAPPs), employ smart contracts, integrate into a
payment
network and access its open ledger (blockchain).
What is KFC coin?
KFC coin is a peer-to-peer digital currency and an open-source project. KFC coin creation and transfer is
based on an open-source protocol and is not controlled by a central authority. KFC coin started in 1
April 2020, Developed at Ethereum platform.

By joining the Ethereum network, KFC coin can access smart contracts technology and secondlayer software, as well as decentralized application developments. KFC coin is a straight forward, utility
token,
with its community and user base.
What is ERC20 Token?
ERC20 is the Ethereum token standard which is used for Ethereum smart contracts. Developed in 2015,
ERC-20 defines a common list of rules that an Ethereum token has to implement, giving developers
the ability to program how new tokens will function within the Ethereum ecosystem. KFC coin will also
be developed on the Ethereum blockchain.
ERC-20 tokens are tokens designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform. They follow a list
of standards so that they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or transferred to a cryptowallet. KFC coin is a full ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain.
This means that it can be used in smart contracts and potentially with all other extensions and
future development of the Ethereum platform. Not only does this make our development more
efficient, but it also offers the our KFC coin community access to the combined new developments on
the Ethereum blockchain, its programming language and second layer applications that helps put
distributed ledger technology into the mainstream.
Having KFC coin as part of the Ethereum ecosystem will make it easier for third parties to integrate KFC
coin into their systems. Examples of such third parties include exchanges, wallet creators,
payment solutions providers, and so on.
With no central point of failure and secured using cryptography, applications are well protected against
hacking attacks and fraudulent activities.

The KFC coin
The KFC coin as the main trading token of the KFC Infrastructure. It will be utilized for fund raising and
will also offer a utility derived from rewards and staking.
Our Vision
At KFC World, we envision to bring together services and products that enriches the mind, body and
soul, allowing users to celebrate life and rejuvenate from the grind of daily life.
Our Mission
Our mission is to bring together world-class vendors and merchants that cater to that vision into KFC
Marketplace.
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KFC coin
KFC
Ethereum
Erc-20
1,000,000,000
18

Contact address :0xf20EC7e0c93FC4E41209b27601eF5d3927af5447

Token Allocation Forecast

Distribution

Token Sale program: 60%
Reserve Fund : 8%
Team And Founders: 15%
Board Advisors: 4%
Marketing and Bounti: 6%
Ecosysten Develoment:7%

Funding Allocation

Product Develoment: 40%
Business Develoment: 12%
Marketing : 20%
Legal and Regulation:10%
Partner/Investor: 6%
Operational: 8%
Contingency: 4%

KFC coin Wallets:
KFC coin can be kept, stored, spent, by using popular ERC20 wallets, like, Mist, MEW, Atomic
or MetaMask, wallets that offer support for KFCcoin
Users can now select the wallet of their choice and enhance its usability and allow storage on cold
wallet solutions, like Ledger or Trezor, or other similar devices, to keep their KFC coins and other ERC20
tokens safe and secure.
Due to the wide availability of Ethereum wallets for mobile devices and tablets, payments, trading, and
transfer of KFC coins are getting easier and more available for both entrepreneurs and consumers.
Technical Specifications
KFC coin Contract Address:
0xf20EC7e0c93FC4E41209b27601eF5d3927af5447
Explorers:
Etherscan.io
(https://etherscan.io/Address/0xf20EC7e0c93FC4E41209b27601eF5d3927af5447)
Ethplorer.io (https://ethplorer.io/address/0xf20EC7e0c93FC4E41209b27601eF5d3927af5447)
•Total Supply:
1,000,000,000
•KFC coin Decimals:18
Tools for working with KFC coin
Wallets are available on platforms: iso, windows, linux, android.

Easy to Buy & Sale Token
Exchange 808TA for any other cryptocurrency

Responsive Design
Convenient and intuitive interface to work with the coin
Easy to Communicate
Communicate in our communities and learn a lot about KFC coin
Safe & Secure
Do not worry about losing your coins. Your coins are kept safe.

KFC Roadmap

May, 2020 Platform Idea
The origin of KFC platform idea. Development of the concept and business plan.
May, 2020 Airdrop & Bounty
airdrop and bounty compain for community
June, 2020 IEOs Fundraising
Attracting of $ investment

July, 2020 Attraction of Advisors
Attraction of advisors. Development of the KFC.
August, 2020 Preparation for Selfdrop
WE Will Conduct Selfdrop
December, 2020 Airdrop Distribution
Distribute Airdrop to Community
Top Exchange Listing
KFC will list One Of Top 20 Exchange
Mainnet
KFC Mainnet will go Live

